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Hey, everyone, welcome to the very last episode of season one of legendary leaders.
That's right. I can't believe it, but I have officially done it 365 episodes that episode a day
for a full year. It is mind blowing. It's humbling. It's exciting. I'm feeling a raise of emotions,
that I just I'm so grateful to be able to share with all of you. I had to take this last episode,
to first and foremost, as always, thank you so very much for listening to me. You know, the
same time, I have to also probably apologize to you that you had to listen to my insanity
at times, you know how fast I talk and how quickly I move through ideas that that my
mind is moving so fast. And I'm trying to get the words out because I so very much want to
help you and empower you and arm you with the knowledge that you need to go forward
and just kick butt. Right. So thank you for listening to me. And again, I apologize for
probably some of the insanity not probably definitely some of the insanity, either the
crazy way that I taught you some things or the speed at which I tried to accomplish it. I
know how valuable Your time is. And the simple fact that you spent any amount of time
with me, means more to me than you will ever probably know. And so my words, don't do
it justice. But thank you so much. Thank you for finding value in my experiences and my
knowledge, and my perspectives. And ultimately seeing through all of the flubs and
mistakes, and the allergy voice and the arms and all of the different things that I've done.
So that you could totally see my heart and know that my heart is always here, supporting
you and wanting the best for you and the best success that you could ever achieve in this
life and whatever way you define it. So legend leaders, and this legendary leaders
podcast, as you probably know, it's 100%, both the business and the podcast, they exist
for me to serve you. I mean, that's the entire point. Now, I also use this platform to learn
and to grow and expand myself, right, had to unlock opinions and experiences and
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examples and trainings within myself and bring them to you. I had to get comfortable in
my own skin, I had to figure out how I could share all these different pieces of me when it's
so very uncomfortable to do that, right? Because we all in one facet or another thing that
we're just not good enough, or we're never going to be able to do it. And so what do we
do we tell ourselves well, you know, I'll do that next week. Or I'll do that once I get a little
bit better over here in this area. Or I'll try that Once this happens. And we just keep
pushing it down the road. And so I will tell you, in full transparency, that this experience
was so very meant to serve you. But it also existed to help me grow. You know, this was me
taking imperfect action, but still taking action nonetheless. I just rip the band aid off. And I
just said, I'm doing this, and I'm doing it every single day. And I'm gonna figure it out, I'm
going to figure out what to say, I'm going to figure out how to say it, I'm gonna figure out
how to hopefully land this plane of knowledge for whatever the topic was. And I will tell
you that it was hard at times, it really was not because you're a hard group to support. It
wasn't that at all, it was, again, the pressure that I put on myself to try to come up with the
most perfect thing to share with you. And I had to just quickly realize that there's no way
in this entire world that I'm ever going to be perfect on this podcast, I never have been I'm
never going to be I just simply had to accept it. And so if you're struggling with
perfectionism, my challenge to you is go start a podcast, because it will break you of that
very quickly, just by the nature of the podcast, just by the nature of the experience, you
know, you're going to sit in front of a microphone, and you're going to have an amazing
idea. And you're going to get started. And you're halfway through and you're going to
think of a completely
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different idea that was just as impactful. It's still on the same train of thought. But it's such
a good lesson that you want to venture over and start on that. And you pause for two
seconds just long enough so that people know you're still there and you're still going but
you know you don't and so you don't lose them. But at the same time you're thinking crap,
do I pause this Do I go down the other pathway? What do I do? And you have to make a
decision, because you've already invested five or six or seven minutes into an average 10
minute podcast. You don't waste all of that amazingness that you put into place. And so I
will tell you again if you're trying to be perfect and you want to break down That Star Trek
podcast, it will help you on that journey, I promise, and not in a bad way. But in a way in
which you just force yourself to grow through it. You know, sometimes I landed the plane,
in my own opinion, right anyway. And sometimes I completely bombed it. Sometimes I
didn't get to where I wanted to go. And I know that. But I would tell you that maybe that's
not what you needed to hear in that moment. And I've had to accept that as well. That
the path I thought I was going to go down in the episode ended up being something
different, because as I thought through it, it's not what you needed to hear. And so
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hopefully, through all of these episodes, you've grabbed something, you've learned
something you felt more empowered, you have figured out how to run your business
better, or juggle your business and your life and your day job, you've learned that you're
not alone in this world. And so I wanted you learn all those things, because I figured it out
along the way, you've been mocking me to help me grow through it. And I had to get back
to you, I started off with this idea of getting in perfectly, but giving nonetheless. So I kept
pushing, trying, growing learning, thinking, and I will tell you that it has helped me
tremendously. And so thank you for letting me grow through all of these episodes, I
appreciate you being a part of that. Thank you for listening each day, and being an active
part of my personal growth journey, as well as the growth journey for legend. You know,
each day I wake up is a day, I know, I have been given the ability to serve and contribute.
And that's just how I think. And so it was a pleasure to be able to do that, and bring my
voice to you and the ideas of the day, you probably figured it out or realized, or at least
maybe you'd maybe you didn't, but I'm giving myself a hard time for it. So it's another look
at who I am. But you know, at the end of the day, what I did was I would think through a
topic I recorded for you. And then I get a few days on the road and like, Oh crap, what
about this angle?
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What about that?
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What about this perspective, and so then I bring that to you. And sometimes it felt sort of
similar, but I knew it wasn't exactly the same. And maybe just me bringing it to you in a
little bit of a different twist helped you. And that's what I was hoping for in those instances.
So what else did I learn through all of this? Let me think, Hmm, I figured out who I really
want to support the most over this past year. I mean, I want to support amazing women,
and all of you are amazing. Trust me, men or women doesn't matter. You're all amazing
listening to this. But for me, I want to support women working in the corporate world who
wants to start their own businesses, or who have started their own businesses. And they're
in that startup phase. And they want to grow them to the point that they can quit their
day jobs. Those are my people. That is my target audience. That is what makes my heart
happy to see these women just take off and grow and share with the world what they're
meant to share. It is so exciting for me and humbling at the same time. And so I learned
that through going through all of these different pieces, you have all of these programs,
and they're they're so big, and I've created all these different programs within legend. But
I kept honing it down and honing it down and honing it down to really feel like I could
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relate to a group of women specifically, that I could talk to for hours about any topic and
just feel so comfortable. And I would tell you that if you're struggling to find your
audience, if you're struggling to figure out who you're here to serve, then ask yourself who
you could sit in a room with and talk to for hours? And what would that topic beyond? And
what would it look like and I promise you that you will get one step closer to figuring it
out. This podcast helped me do that. What else did
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I learn? I
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think I learned that I'd never realized how many times I say um, or right. I'll ask you that
rhetorical question. Don't you know what I mean? Right? I say that a lot. Probably. I feel
like I do. I'll say okay, a lot. All of those things. So I never really realized how many times I
say those things, because I'm having a monologue, it's not a dialogue. And so you have to
fill the void. And so that's what I filled it with. I have to keep working on those things, I'll
continue to get better I commit to that. I can also tell you just overall and I don't know
how to express it completely because the word sometimes for me just don't work when it
comes to the emotions that I'm feeling. But this entire process has been so humbling. You
really has and and I will thank you and thank you and continue to thank you for coming
alongside me and being on this journey with me. Now, let me tell you what this means for
legendary leaders. We're not going away. So this is not a goodbye. I promise you. Today is
a celebration of 365 episodes, but we're still going to carry full carry forward. We're going
on and we're moving into season two, the way this season two Work is that there's going
to be one episode a week. So not one every single day, there's not going to be one, you
know, seven days a week, it will be one a day. Right now they're slated to launch on
Wednesdays just for your awareness. So they will launch on Wednesdays, they will launch
on the YouTube channel, at least right now for the near future, they'll launch on
Wednesdays, it'll launch on Wednesdays on the YouTube channel. So if you want to watch
it, you can, it's the same exact thing that you're gonna hear on the podcast, they're both
the same. It's just if you want to see my face, or if you only want to hear my voice, it's
completely up to you. But it's going to be the same exact message. So you're not going to
miss anything. It's not like you've got to toggle between both platforms. I just want to do
this so that you have choices. And I want you to feel empowered to have a choice, okay,
so you can watch or listen, whatever you prefer. Some days, you can listen, some you
know, some weeks, you can listen, some weeks, you can watch, totally your choice. But the
episodes will post every Wednesday. And so today we're sitting on Monday, right? And so
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tomorrow, there will not be an episode, there will not be an episode tomorrow, because of
the transition over into season two. Right. And so because of that, you'll see one on
Wednesday, Wednesday will be the very first episode of season two. And that will kick off
our once a week series. And I'll do one every single week moving forward. And we'll go
from there. And I will continue to grow and you'll continue to grow and we will do this life
together. And we will support each other. I so appreciate you. Thank you. If you're
interested in me talking about specific topics, please know that I'm always open, send a
note. Okay, send a note to support at legend leaders comm send me your idea of what
you'd like to talk about or want me to talk about or what you'd love to hear more about in
the podcast or on the YouTube channel. And I would be humbled to take your suggestion
and answer your questions and support you. That is what I love to do. So I thank you in
advance for allowing me to do that. I wish you nothing but the best today. I will join you
on Wednesday for season two. Thank you for being along for the ride, as always go and
be legendary.
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